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WHO: Neha Mehta, Mehul Mehta and
Rachana Shah — three siblings with a
background in business and graphic design
own this quirky company. Always a family
joke to start a company called mCube, 2010
finally saw them realise their dream and
branch out into product manufacturing.
WHY Their design philosophy is to engage
buyers with interactive decor products.
Unique and innovative, with just a few
months into the business, their products
are already flying off the shelves. Highly
affordable and original, we love that they
are kooky but not loud.
FIND: Made from slate material and
accompanied with chalk and a duster
choose from placemats, clocks, vases
and coasters that can be used to
play noughts and crosses.
OUR PICK: Make sure you never let your
plants die out with their writable vases.
Leave a reminder for the roommate.
WHERE: Find them at Quirkoshop.com and
Tappu Ki Dukan, 27-A, Kermani Building, PM
Road, Fort, Mumbai. Tel: (022) 22043716

WHO: Sunil Suresh. CEO of the Bengaluru based high-end luxury
furniture chain that specialises in genuine leather upholstery and furniture.
WHY: In a city constantly fighting for space, Stanley Lifestyle’s recently
opened expansive 15,000 sq ft second outpost is an absolute pleasure to
shop in. You can calm down, relax and choose from the finest quality luxury
furniture. Their celebrity clients include Vijay Malya, Amitabh Bachchan and
Kareena Kapoor.
FIND: Genuine leather furniture, teak wood consoles, dining tables, elegant
chandeliers, imported glassware, recliners and a small yet striking collection
of paintings. The overall look is very modern, minimal and sleek.
OUR PICK: Their metal frame leather sofa is like a clean slate.
Style it with fun graphic cushions for a lighthearted look or accessorise
with neutral leather cushions for a more serious spin.
WHERE: 3rd floor, Atria Millennium Mall, Dr Annie Besant Road,
Worli, Mumbai. Tel: (022) 67363676
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Pters, Rs 450 (set of four)
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